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Vision

Prince Sultan University
aspires to become the
leading nonprofit, private
university in the Middle
East region, providing
a quality education
equal to other reputable
universities in the world.

Mission

Prince Sultan University aims to provide the Middle East with quality education to the highest international standards. In its efforts towards
successful and responsible life-long learning, PSU integrates modern technology, pedagogy and human values for the advancement of
scientific research, productivity and leadership towards a more meaningful role in society.
PSU is committed to the effective management of institutional resources to optimize its multiple roles as a catalyst for new learning
opportunities,national and international partnerships, continuous studies, professional growth,community service and diversity in
educational horizons for the good of humanity.
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Proactive

Values

(Academic and personal
integrity; effective
management operations;
lifelong learning among
students, faculty and the
large community; respect for
individual in the community)

Service

(high quality service
and efficiency; positive
intrapersonal relationship
among members of the
community)

Upbeat

(academic environment that
nurtures excellent in learning,
teaching and research;
professional development
and personal growth among
members of the community)
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President’s
Message
Covid19 has infected people around the globe. This year has been a year of
triumph as well as tribulations. It is worth mentioning that we sought to turn this
problem into an opportunity for our researchers. At this challenging time, we are
determined, more than ever, to continue PSU's journey – inspired by its vision – to
become the leading non-profit private university in the Kingdom and the Middle
East Region. For the past 15 years, we went through three inspiring strategic plans
(SP), which contributed significantly to PSU’s continuous success, and we are
currently in the 2nd year of our 3rd mission-driven SP that we launched in Sept.
of 2018. As the 1st and the leading non-profit private university in the Kingdom,
PSU’s focus in the 3rd SP is to move from 1st to best.
The PSU strategic plan is aligned with PSU’s Mission statement, accreditation
standards (local and international), the UNDP’s Sustainable Development Goals
2030, and the Saudi Vision 2030. The SV 2030 calls on the private sector – such
as PSU - to empower, nurture, and inspire young Saudis, who today make up
over 60% of the national population, to fully realize their potential as part of the
Kingdom’s on-going economic transformation.
As education plays a pivotal role in enabling young men and women, PSU has
contributed and will continue to contribute significantly in preparing young Saudis
with Quality Education. Today over 80% of PSU graduates get job offers during
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their COOP Training Program before they graduate. According to the Ministry of
Human Resources & Social Affairs, PSU is number one in the Kingdom in placing
fresh graduates into jobs.
Throughout this transformative experience, PSU’s higher management was
incredibly proud of how we managed to adapt to the situation and reinforce
key elements of PSU’s agile and resilient mission statement. Specifically, using
technology, being a catalyst for a new learning opportunity, time for professional
growth, and advancing scientific research for the good of humanity were
essential elements in guiding us during this transition. Our 3rd SP described
seven themes under the acronym “EMPOWER,” which is intended to empower
PSU to be a model of excellence in private higher education and quality
research. We will continue to open the doors to new learning opportunities
for skills and practical training, showcase adroitness in modern technology, and
infuse research into the teaching & learning process. We will also continue to
empower our Research & Initiative Center with research professors, postdocs,
and Ph.D. students to improve the research quality at PSU continuously.
All of our strategic plans have served as our road map to success, share
common ingredients, and have improved over time. However, a strategic
plan’s effectiveness is not merely in how it is written, but the quality of people

to monitor, implement, and evaluate those plans. We want to express our
appreciation to all of our faculty and staff, who continue to work remotely or
in-person. We want to thank our students for continuing to attend their courses
and achieve their academic goals. We must strive to maintain the quality of
education and maintain academic rigor, which will ensure our students achieve
targeted learning outcomes and successfully graduate. With the commitment,
full participation, and dedication of the PSU community, we will continue to
implement our strategic plan, adapt to distance education this year, and
beyond, and continue to deliver accredited programs and quality graduates.

Dr. Ahmed Yamani
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Preface
The first two years of PSU’s 3rd Strategic Plan (EMPOWER) have seen wonderful
successes and achievements from every constituency of the institution. In our
drive towards fulfilling our mission, our infrastructure, technology and curricula
have progressed to offer our students a state of the art learning environment. Our
graduates continue to enjoy high employability with top-tier firms and remain in high
demand in the market place. Faculty has advanced our research agenda by doubling
our Scopus-indexed research output during this period. In the coming years of the
strategic plan, we will reinforce these areas to continue to make our mark on the
educational landscape of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and realize its Vision2030.
The Strategic Planning and Development Center (SPDC) would like to thank all those who
have contributed to measuring the progress of our strategic plan and also contributed
to producing this report. Our thanks go to the Institutional Strategic Planning Higher
Committee and the Institutional Strategic Planning Steering Committee, in particular
to the chairs: Dr. Alia Mitchel, Mr. Reda Aloufi, Mr. Shabir Khahro, Dr. Rafed Zawawi,
Dr. Khaled Mustafa, Dr. Mohammed Nurunnabi and Dr. Anis Kouba. We also extend
our appreciation to the Deanship of Quality Assurance and Development, the SPDC
team, and the PRMC team.
Mr. Maruf Rahman
Director, SPDC
Dr. Rouaa Atyah
Associate Director, SPDC
Dr. Mamdouh Alenezi
Dean, DQAD
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Significant Accomplishments (AY 2019-2020)
Today over 80% of PSU graduates get job offers during their COOP Training Program
before they graduate. According to the Ministry of Human Resources & Social Affairs,
PSU is number one in the Kingdom in placing fresh graduates into jobs.

Institutional Priorities (AY 2020-2021)
• Establish PSU MOOCs for at least two courses for each
program across colleges
• Utilize outstanding international faculty to support online
courses
• Establish online co-curricular student activities
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Significant Accomplishments (AY 2019-2020)
In support of the Kingdom's 2030 vision, PSU's strategic plan integrates the UN2030 17
global goals. Thus, PSU will participate in the upcoming Time Higher Education Impact
Ranking, which is solely based on SDGs 2030. PSU is significantly focusing on 5 SDGs.
SDG4 Quality Education which is reflected in PSU's quality graduates. SDG5 Gender
Equality is represented by our students body, where 60% of PSU students are females,
and 50% of the academic leaders are females. SDG8 Decent Work is also reflected in our
graduates, in which about 80% of PSU graduates get well-paying jobs within six months.
Furthermore, we established a Jubilation Office to increase the positive organizational
climate and employees' job satisfaction at PSU. SDG16 Peace & Justice, reflected by
PSU's outstanding Law School, and SDG-17 Partnerships for the Goals.

Institutional Priorities (AY 2020-2021)
• Continue international accreditation and ranking efforts,
such as the Times Higher Education Impact Rankings,
aligned with the Sustainable Development Goals 2030
• Review the efficiency of administrative staff across units and
virtual work plans
• Strengthen the quality management system for internal
processes and benchmarking
• Develop an institutional plan to establish a Digital University
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Significant Accomplishments (AY 2019-2020)
TLC & ELC managed to achieve outstanding accomplishments. These two units are very
active before and after COVID-19. There were internal & external workshops for faculty,
administrators, and students. TLC & ELC conducted a series of webinars on Managing
Your Virtual Classes. Before COVID-19, ELC gave a webinar on best practices for online
inter-activity.

Institutional Priorities (AY 2020-2021)
• Continue to upskill and reskill faculty and staff across all
new platforms
• Train faculty, students, staff on applications and software
• Dissemination about online certifications and virtual
conferences
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Significant Accomplishments (AY 2019-2020)
There were over 1,485 participants in different community service and continuing
education programs last year.
Across social media platforms such as YouTube, Instagram, and Twitter, there were over
4,000 posts to support various media campaigns. Currently, we have over 70K followers
and over 8 million Twitter impressions.
In terms of 2019 partnerships, these are new universities for the Semester Abroad
Program provided by the PSU International Affairs Office for this academic year. Today,
we have over 30 partnerships where our students can have international partnerships.
We will work on converting some of the overseas programs into new virtual learning
opportunities.

Institutional Priorities (AY 2020-2021)
• Implement local and global marketing campaigns with each
college and achieve more than 100,000 followers across
PSU social platforms
• Participate with booths at virtual exhibitions and
conferences
• Monitor healthy campus indicators and pilot surveillance
system
• Increase international partnerships to activate virtual
classes with experts and support UNDP Sustainable
Development Goals 2030

Educational
Excellence

Management,
Governance,
and Quality
Assurance

Professional
Development

Outreach,
Marketing, and
Partnerships
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Significant Accomplishments (AY 2019-2020)
PSU-EduHub contains main pillars that manage all online-related tasks, such as LMSMoodle and E-Services. These services also include remote working and virtual labs.
The Research at PSU, Faculty Portfolio, and Mobile App are all services that have been
significantly updated and activated.
PSU's new website and Power BI Dashboard launched and are running successfully. In
the next three years, we will be showcasing adroitness in the use of modern technology.
Two of our academic buildings will be completed within a year to increase our student
enrollment safely and maintain social distancing standards.

Institutional Priorities (AY 2020-2021)
• Increase the usage of instructional and business
management technology
• Replace all paper-based processes and become a paperless
university
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Significant Accomplishments (AY 2019-2020)
PSU's Composite Financial Index Scoring Scale from 2012 through 2019 reflects the
financial sustainability of PSU. According to the KPMG, a score better than 3 is an
opportunity for strategic investment and to optimize the achievement of the institutional
mission. Although there was a drop in revenue due to COVID-19 Pandemic, for 2019, the
CFI was 4.2, which means PSU is still in good financial standing.
The Financial Responsibility Composite Score reflects the institution's overall financial
health on a scale from negative 1.0 to positive 3.0. Over the last eight years (2012-2019),
PSU scored over 1.5, meaning PSU is considered financially responsible.

Institutional Priorities (AY 2020-2021)
• Attract external grants and endowments
• Identify research-based revenue to reinforce sustainability
and financial resilience
• Invest in technology to support online learning
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Significant Accomplishments (AY 2019-2020)
PSU launched an initiative with five COVID-19 research awards. COVID19 Emergency
Research Program Projects and their Overall Budget for 2020 - was about 360,000
SR. The overall Budget for 2020 research projects (Including COVID19 Projects) was
approximately 1,100,000. PSU established 11 Research active labs representing different
PSU colleges.

Institutional Priorities (AY 2020-2021)
• Increase scientific impact by maintaining the publication
rate,
• Improve patents and commercialization efforts
• Obtain Scopus Index for PSU Research Review-Journal
• Participate in the Ministry of Education Entrepreneurial
Initiative

Wide-Ranging
Technologies
and Expanding
Resources and
Facilities

Economic
Sustainability

Research and
Initiatives

Prince Sultan University
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THEME 1

Educational Excellence
Introduction

As an educational institution, PSU is committed to excellence in education and
high standard teaching and learning that encourages intellectual curiosity, critical
thinking, acquisition of technical skills, and commitment to lifelong learning. The
institution is committed to investing in excellence to allow students to attain personal
and professional growth and prepare them to meet the employment demands in
both the public and private sectors. More importantly, PSU aims to become a center
of excellence with distinctive national and international recognition of students and
graduates who will become leaders in their chosen field. PSU’s commitment can be
seen from its initiatives aligned with the Saudi Vision 2030 and the UN’s Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) both of which have been incorporated into the 3rd
strategic plan themes.

The Pandemic’s Impact

Due to the unpredictability of global events such as the COVID-19 global pandemic,
any organization must cope with the potential for drastic changes in the way
they conduct their educational practices. Accordingly, PSU acted proactively and
in response to the ongoing outbreak of COVID-19 and under the MOE directive,
PSU shifted all Face to Face (F2F) courses to online teaching. To help the university
faculty members transition to remote instruction, PSU developed an institutional
framework for alternative assessments. Therefore, on March 9th, 2020, Face
to Face learning was suspended temporarily at Prince Sultan University to take
precautionary measures against the COVID-19 infection spreading. Based on the
Ministry of Education's decision, the university shifted to virtual online classes within
24hrs. In this regard, all departmental heads were monitoring the classes in their
programs daily. Individual colleges also monitored what happened by requesting
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the faculty to report daily about their classes. If there are any issues, they can be
addressed and resolved before the next class.

Faculty Recruitment, Qualifications,
and Recognizing Excellence

PSU's reputation, excellence, and overall strength enable it to recruit and retain highly
qualified faculty members. PSU prioritizes the recruitment of highly-experienced
Ph.D. holders in its colleges. The majority of the MA holders are recruited for the
PYP (Preparatory Year Program) and Deanship of Educational Services. To maintain
and ensure the quality of teaching and learning within all academic programs,
PSU revises and updates the policies and guidelines for Teaching and Learning
on a regular basis. The high retention rate also indicates the overall engagement
and satisfaction of faculty members. This is reflected in the students' satisfaction
with the quality of their courses. Previously, The Deanship of Graduate Studies and
Research (DGSR) supported and funded external faculty development programs
for faculty members and funded young faculty members planning to further their
education and obtain a Masters or a Ph.D. We will continue to fund external faculty
development opportunities, which will now be managed via each college. The
President's Teaching Award and The Outstanding Teaching Award for 2019-2020
were combined with the ELC MOODLE Awards into an e-Learning Award. Two
representatives from each college won the award.
Additionally, the RIC encourages and funds research in the form of research grants
and giving out the Outstanding Research Award.

Support of Students and
Extracurricular/Co-curricular Activities

PSU is known for its excellence in providing support and opportunities for its students
to grow as individuals and expand their life-long learning skills. The Academic
Advising Center was initiated during 2019-2020 and has been successful at raising
awareness of the importance of advising. The Deanship of Student Affairs organizes
several initiatives and events (DSA) to recruit highly qualified high school students.
Masar Program, which is the first of its kind in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, is conducted
in Prince Sultan University with the primary aim of educating high school students
on the potential majors that they can pursue. The university has approximately 50
student clubs and activities that have been arranged by the student council. During
the pandemic, these events were moved online.

Concluding Words

Overall, the faculty members have shown tremendous support in facilitating student
learning which can be seen through the achievement of learning outcomes in their
courses even during the shift from Face to Face, to emergency remote teaching and
learning, and to online education in our current environment.

Advancement in Academia

PSU’s reputation stems from its high-quality curricula that are offered from
the different Colleges with its newest one being launched this year College of
Architecture and Design (CAD) after receiving approval from the MOE during 20192020. The curricula at PSU takes into consideration multidisciplinary opportunities
for our students as well as environmental issues by greening the curricula.

Prince Sultan University
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Goal 1
Enhance the quality of faculty in strategically
important academic areas
Objective 1
To strengthen the recruitment and retention
of highly valued faculty members

14

49

New PHD holders
recruited

12

faculty Achieved
promotions

female

2

male

Objective 2
To enhance the multidisciplinary
initiatives among stakeholders

ABET Accreditations Achieved

Accomplishments
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Increased the number of Ph.D. faculty in strategic areas



Launched new recruitment initiatives through the website, newspapers, Ministry of Education in collaboration
with the President’s office, Human Resources and with Colleges



Achieved faculty promotions for faculty from lecturer to assistant professors, or associate professors to full
professors



Hired two CCIS faculty members with ABET qualifications for the SE program



Commenced multidisciplinary courses for students in various colleges to enhance student exposure across a
range of disciplines



Transitioned successfully to fully online teaching and learning within 24 hours of the MOE announcement to
suspend face-to-face instruction



Developed EDUHUB online platform to support digital teaching and learning, including virtual labs for practical
courses such as Computer Aided Design and Mechanical Engineering

Goal 2
Promote educational excellence

New COOP firms

New College

Objective 1
To nurture and sustain a culture that supports and
strengthens teaching and learning excellence
Objective 2
To enhance students’ experiential and life-long
learning skills among stakeholders
Objective 3
To enhance the curriculum review process
Objective 4
To improve learning outcome review process
Objective 5
To broaden the curricula to keep
PSU at the cutting edge of teaching
and learning across all disciplines

PSU is the first
university with an
official USGBC
Organization
Membership in the
Middle East

21

faculty members
and students are
LEED GA certified

PSU has the
youngest LEED
AP in KSA

Accomplishments


Received MOE approval for the launch of the College of Architecture and Design (CAD)



Achieved targeted program learning outcome assessment for 87% of programs



Expanded COOP opportunities to include an increased number of leading firms to further student employability



Conducted and approved major revision of current programs by college councils to incorporate 21st Century
learner needs



Enhanced student lifelong learning skills through active involvement in student competitions and PSU events
such as Women in Data Science and Model United Nations



Expanded the number of professional communities with chapters at PSU such as the IEEE student chapter



Increased LEED certified students and faculty members



Finalized and submitted the new Human Resources Management program plan to the MOE



Established the Academic Advising Center to support the student journey
Prince Sultan University
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Goal 3
Develop a wider variety of learning strategies
and tools for students

PSU Ties with International Institutes of Higher Education

Objective 1
To utilize the most recent technology-based
teaching strategies across the curricula

Enhancements that
supported digital learning

Objective 2
To strengthen the educational impact of
international opportunities and
experiences for students

PSU affiliation with The Social
Sciences Universities Network

Accomplishments
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Enhanced the LMS (Moodle) to include plug-ins such as Zoom and MS Teams to enable a smooth transition to
digital teaching and learning



Incorporated a greater number of e-books into the curricula



Optimized the use of educational tools like Pearson MyLab, McGraw-Hill Connect and Turnitin



Expanded international opportunities for students through numerous MOUs such as the National University of
Ireland (Galway) and Eastern Michigan University (AMU)



Joined the Social Sciences Universities Network, which offers students the opportunity for international
experiences relating to social sciences in light of Vision 2030

Prince Sultan University
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Goal 4
Expand student participation in extracurricular
and co-curricular activities
Objective 1
To enhance student involvement in
extracurricular activities
Objective 2
To provide co-curricular student activities
within the academic programs

Accomplishments
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Participated in and won several national and international competitions
under the College of Law, including The Vienna Vis Moot Competition,
The Pleading Competition and The First National Moot Competition



Conducted co-curricular activities such as field trips, Education for
Employment workshops, PSU Alumni COOP Experience Event and The
Louvre Abu Dhabi trip



Expanded the number of opportunities for extracurricular activities
such as trips to Slovakia and Albujairi



Enhanced the Student Council by establishing the Professional Student
Alliance which links alumni to the student body

Prince Sultan University
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THEME 2

Management, Governance,
and Quality Assurance
Introduction

PSU's higher management is committed to providing the Middle East with a quality
education to the highest international standards. This is clearly expressed in PSU
Mission and validated in Theme 2 of PSU’s 5-year strategic plan.

Accreditation

To demonstrate PSU's quality education, PSU has prioritized in its strategic plan,
attaining and maintaining national & international accreditation that gives
its governance confidence and accountability. To realize this, PSU is seeking
program accreditation for five of its undergraduate programs under the College
of Engineering (CE) from the local accreditation agency - Education & Training
Evaluation Commission, National Center for Academic Accreditation and Evaluation
(ETEC-NCAAA) in Saudi Arabia. The CE submitted all final program accreditationrelated documents for its five programs to the NCAAA. The external visits have been
conducted, and PSU is waiting for the results of the accreditation. Moreover, PSU
obtained international accreditation for Computer Science and Information Systems
programs of the College of Computer and Information Sciences (CCIS) from the
American Board of Engineering and Technology (ABET). Also, the College of Business
Administration (CBA) submitted its initial Self Evaluation Report (iSER), which was
accepted by the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB).

Quality Culture and College Plans

Enhancing quality culture and governance is the second goal in this theme. PSU
maintains an organizational culture of continuous improvement, supported, and
sustained through planning and management. On the planning front, all colleges
have drafted their 5-year strategic plan in alignment with PSU’s institutional plan and
in terms of management, an effective Quality Management System (QMS), including
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procedures and structures is maintained. Continuous improvement of a QMS in
terms of academic and administrative processes is mandatory for an educational
institution for improving and maintaining consistency in processes and local and
international institutional ranking. This is in addition to ensuring compliance with
academic and administrative regulations and provisions.

QMS Portals

An Academic Portal has been prepared for all the academic programs, which will
help the academic leaders to archive all important and relevant documents for
their program. The Policies and Procedures Manual (PPM) has been reviewed and
enhanced. A portal for PSU policies will be launched after the PSU Policy Manual's
approval, which will help PSU faculty, students, and administrative staff view and
search for the policies.

Data-driven Decision Making

Capitalizing upon internal and external benchmarking data to guide decision-making
at various academic and administrative levels is another strategic goal. To attain this
goal, the data owners for key institutional information and the timeline of providing
the data has been reviewed, helping in effective decision making by various PSU
entities. PSU worked on two big projects during AY 2019-2020; the first one was
revising the KPI framework to collect data, clean, summarize, visualize the aggregate
program-related data, and share it with the relevant academic and administrative
units. A KPI Policy was prepared based on the framework. These projects are in the
progress phase and are due to be accomplished in AY 2020-2021. Dashboards have
also been rolled out to programs to enable them to visualize key data, including
information about student enrollment, cohort, faculty, research and survey results.

Prince Sultan University
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Goal 1
Sustain PSU alignment to national and
international quality standards of higher
education
Objective 1
To obtain and maintain national program and
institutional accreditations
Objective 2
To obtain international accreditation
for eligible programs

Accomplishments
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Obtained ABET program Accreditation for the CS and IS programs with zero deficiencies, weaknesses or concerns



Completed the NCAAA external reviews for all CE programs, including Architectural Engineering, Communications
and Networks Engineering, Construction Management, Interior Design and Production and Manufacturing
Management



Hosted the nationwide Assurance of Learning 1 seminar for AACSB accreditation



Submitted to NCAAA achievement reports for four colleges: CBA, CCIS, CH and CL



Received acceptance of the Initial Self Evaluation Report for CBA Business and Accounting with the initial
accreditation visit planned for AY2021-2022

2013
2020

2015
2022

• Computer Science
• Information Systems

• Accounting
• Marketing
• Finance

Both CS & IS accredited with no
deficiencies, weakness, or concerns
were found

IAC accepted iSER for both CBA & Acct.
programs & the college is preparing for
initial accreditation peer review team visit

2016
2023
• Applied Linguistics
• Translation

2020
NCAAA Accreditation Finalizing Phase
for 5 CE programs:
• Architectural Engineering
• Communications and Networks
Engineering
• Construction Management
• Interior Design
• Production and Manufacturing
Management

2016
2023
• Law

Prince Sultan University
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Goal 2
Enhance quality culture and governance
Objective 1
To strengthen the implementation of PSU Quality
Management System (QMS)
Objective 2
To foster the accessibility and the usage of
institutional key information by all stakeholders
Objective 3
To reinforce PSU’s approach in improving
academic and administrative governance
Objective 4
To improve organizational performance
by optimizing business processes
across the university

Accomplishments
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Prepared a dashboard for the programs to visualize data such as cohort, faculty, satisfaction survey and Key
Performance Indicators



Finalized college strategic plans in alignment with the institutional plan



Finalizing a balanced scorecard for measuring strategic planning progress



Developed the PSU Policy Portal for efficient archiving and retrieval of policies



Reviewed and revised all PSU policies in conjunction with policy owners



Developed and launched a data warehouse for the storage and retrieval of key information



Launched the Academic Portal to assist academic leaders with the storage and retrieval of all important
documents relevant to their programs

Goal 3
Capitalize on benchmarking data to guide
decision making

Cutting edge analytics
to visualize strategic
capabilities

Objective 1
To strengthen the KPI management process
Objective 2
To enhance national and international
benchmarking processes

Accomplishments


Finalized the KPI Framework and updated the KPI policy



Published the annual KPI Factbook



Adopted new ETEC-NCAAA KPIs at the program and institutional levels



Revised and updated the benchmarking policy, including identifying regional and international benchmarking
partners

Prince Sultan University
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THEME 3

Professional Development
Introduction

Theme three of PSU’s strategic plan is Professional Development, which is aligned
with the Saudi Vision 2030 and the UN Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 4.0,
which is Quality Education . At Prince Sultan University, we have been developing our
professional development scheme that allows for professional learning, educators
gaining new knowledge, skills, and ideas to meet students' learning needs best.
PSU faculty, admin, and students are engaged in continuous improvement via their
professional learning experiences. Professional development is offered in the form
of conferences, workshops, lectures, mentoring, professional association activity,
community service involvement, consultations, and peer review. PSU’s leadership
places great importance on faculty members, administrators, and students having
exposure to multiple PD activities for their professional development and growth
to keep the PSU community at the cutting edge of pedagogical theory and practice.

Academic Workshops and Training

The Teaching and Learning Center (TLC) offers faculty members numerous workshops
and training sessions geared towards providing faculty members with ample
professional development opportunities. The Research and Initiatives Center (RIC)
also offers workshops and training sessions that aim at fostering a research culture
at PSU. Similarly, the E-Learning Center (ELC) offers regular training sessions and
workshops to support faculty members in their use of MOODLE and other available
technologies at PSU. The TLC runs the Certificate of Teaching and Learning in
Higher Education Program, which can lead to fellowship recognition from ADVANCE
HE (HEA) of the UK, which aims to provide faculty members with a practical and
theoretical grounding in teaching and learning in higher education. In this COVID-19
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situation, it was essential to ensure the quality of teaching and learning. The ELC and
TLC organized various workshops to assist the faculty members for online teaching
methods and supporting tools, alternate assessments, designing assessments using
LMS and other electronic systems. PSU faculty and students regularly participate in
various national and international events to enhance their learning and skills.

Skill Development

Every academic year, numerous activities are conducted to strengthen faculty,
students, and administrators’ professional capabilities and skills. Various workshops
are also conducted to support students with learning difficulties, skill achievement,
and moral uplift. Professional development opportunities are an integral part of
the university strategies for providing educators with the knowledge and skills
necessary to enable students to succeed in obtaining a well-rounded education and
meet challenging academic standards and the demands of the current job market.

Prince Sultan University
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Goal 1
Provide a variety of professional development
opportunities for faculty and staff

21

Objective 1
To encourage faculty to have membership of
professional societies and obtain credentials
aligned with their programs

8 internal and 8 external
training sessions to over

Objective 2
To promote professional growth for
educational excellence

faculty members and
students are LEED
GA certified

13

faculty members
are LEED AP certified

100 administrative staff
471 PD and follow up
sessions to provide faculty
with training and tips on
teaching and learning

Objective 3
To devise and implement new
mechanisms for administrative
excellence

Accomplishments
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Established chapters for various professional bodies at PSU, including American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)
Earned certifications and joined memberships with external professional associations, including EC Council
certification, PaloAlto Cybersecurity certification, Block chain certification, LEED, ACM, IEEE, ASEM
Acquired registered education provider status with PMI
Hosted professional certification workshops in collaboration with IBM and SAP, resulting in 17 students achieving
IBM certification and two students receiving Oracle certification
Conducted over 471 Professional Development and follow up sessions to provide faculty with training and tips on
teaching and learning, particularly online education
Established institutional affiliations with ACE, IAU and AASHE
Launched the Professional Development and Community Service Portal
Offered eight internal and eight external training sessions to over 100 administrative staff, such as use of the new
Correspondence Tracking System, time management and best practice in remote working
Established an award for administrative excellence which was presented to 3 administrative staff
Established an award for teaching excellence which was presented to 4 faculty members

Goal 2
Provide professional development
opportunities for academic and
administrative leaders
Objective 1
To establish a mechanism for professional
growth of academic and administrative
leaders

Accomplishments


Supported administrative leaders, (director and above), to attend professional development sessions related to
their role such as NCAAA workshops



Provided a FranklinCovey session for PSU academic leaders



Offered in-house training sessions to academic (chairpersons and above) and administration leaders, including
classroom observation and conflict resolution

Prince Sultan University
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THEME 4

Outreach, Marketing,
and Partnerships
Introduction

PSU is an inspirational part of the community and giving back to the community
is what showcases its excellence. Its community is driven by a shared purpose: to
make a better world through education, research, and innovation. The Outreach,
Marketing and Partnership theme as a strategical goal reflects PSU’s commitment
to its community.

Reaching Out to PSU’s Constituents

In recent years, PSU has been working together with the community to develop
and deliver sustainable community outreach programs. These programs target
a prosperous and well educated community. It varies from simple awareness
campaigns to short courses and world recognised professional certification courses,
which all serve the main strategic goal of developing and improving PSU community
service and continuing education programs and initiatives. This goal could be reached
by achieving three main objectives: to increase faculty and student involvement
in community service events and programs, to strengthen engagement with third
parties to support and sponsor community service and continuing education
initiatives and to expand community services.

Reputation and Image

Promoting PSU nationally and internationally is the second strategic goal of this
theme. Marketing and promoting PSU’s programs and initiatives are essential
for the success of these programs and initiatives. The objectives of this goal are
to enhance PSU’s image nationally, regionally and internationally and to promote
all PSU programs by projecting our excellence through social media, the new PSU
website and high-profile international events.
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PSU’s Partnerships

Being an integrated part of the community, optimizing PSU’s role in national and
international partnerships with key stakeholders is another key strategic objective.
Strong and fruitful partnerships with these stakeholders is a key success factor
for PSU’s programs and initiatives. This could be accomplished by enhancing
relationships with our alumni and serving the community through providing lifelong
learning opportunities.
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Goal 1
Develop and improve PSU community service and
continuing education programs and initiatives

Certified

813

1485

Objective 1
To increase faculty and student involvement in
community service events and programs

attended PSU’s community
workshops and events

Objective 2
To strengthen engagement with third parties
to support and sponsor community service
and continuing education initiatives

74

community
service events
conducted

Objective 3
To expand community services

trainees in VMware, Oracle,
Cisco and English Language

9

new MOUs signed

Accomplishments
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Delivered professional certification and continuing education sessions to governmental and non-governmental
entities, including MoE, MoI, Strategic Missile Group and the Royal Saudi Navy: certified in VMware, Cisco and
Oracle



Engaged with multiple national organizations for community events such as Misk Foundation, Saudi Volunteering
Commission, Synergy Art Gallery, King Khalid Foundations, Alwaleed Foundation, Aine Channels of MOE and
Monshaat



Concluded agreements with Saudi Information Technology Company (SITE) to launch new programs and with
RedHat to launch the first RedHat academy in KSA



Signed Memoranda of Understanding with Sonora University (Mexico), Comenius University in Bratislava and
Eastern Michigan University in the field of student, faculty and research exchange



Organized Model United Nations and Toastmasters International on PSU campus

Goal 2
Promote PSU nationally
and internationally

Objective 1
To enhance PSU’s image nationally,
regionally and internationally
Objective 2
To promote all PSU programs

2239 Posts
2650 Followers

1637 Posts
32900 Followers
+8M Impressions

284 Posts
10267 Followers

239 Posts
8569 Followers

713

217 Posts
16742 Followers

36 SMS

113 Posts
2224 Followers

Announcement

Email

276

Digital Screen
Announcement

Accomplishments


Launched and updated the new PSU website



Finalizing the PSU Arabic website



Hosted the Hult Prize event in PSU which focuses on solving social and environmental issues



Produced several promotional videos to enhance the image of PSU



Conducted online campaigns through social media platforms for academic programs



Launched and restructured the PSU call center to provide upgraded service and improved response to PSU
stakeholders
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Goal 3
Optimize PSU’s role in national and international
partnerships with key stakeholders

New Program Semester Abroad Programs

Objective 1
To enhance relationships and agreements
with stakeholders

Accomplishments
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Streamlined the MOU development and approval processes



Held the Alumni Reunion with an attendance of a multitude of corporations, and an increasing number of
Alumni



Engaged with alumni in academic activities such as senior research and project evaluation



Signed new scholarship partners such as Alolayan Group



Organized Model United Nations and Toastmasters International on PSU campus
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THEME 5

Wide-ranging Technologies and Expanding
Resources and Facilities
Introduction

Theme five focuses on the different technologies that can be applied to implement
more efficient resources in term of teaching, learning and research resources as well
other facilities to underpin the delivery of the mission of PSU. There are three main
centers that contribute to the theme, Information and Technology Center (ITC),
the Central Library (CL) and the Project Management Office. The available learning
resources fully support teaching, learning, and research for both undergraduate
and postgraduate levels.

Information Technology at PSU

Information Technology is an area that perhaps has the greatest impact on the
full range of activities of the university. It provides a wide range of software and
applications to students, staff, faculty and to PSU departments, and operates along
professional standards to accomplish PSU’s mission. ITC is significantly involved in the
design and construction phases of any new project. This is to ensure that adequate
qualified staffing is in place, both to handle day-to- day activities and to assume
new obligations required as part of the design, construction, and commissioning
processes. ITC coordinates with the leaders of the academic and administrative
units to determine their future hardware, software, laboratory, networking, as
well as learning requirements through the Electronic Learning Center (ELC) and the
newly established online educational platform PSU-EduHub. ITC works closely with
the Project Management Office to ensure that these requirements are incorporated
into the overall facility design. The ITC also works with contractors to supervise
project completion, and to fine tune IT resources for actual use by the university
community.
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Library Services

The PSU library serves as an indispensable partner with other university institutions,
contributing meaningfully to the accomplishment of the university’s mission and
goals. It also regularly monitors the effectiveness and usage of its resources and
services, and provides continuous orientation and training sessions to its users on how
to get the most from these available print, audio-visual, multimedia, and electronic
resources as well as focusing on acquiring-cutting edge IT, and tools to provide
more user-specific information services to enhance the quality and effectiveness
of PSU Library resources and services. The rich array of traditional and electronic
resources is comprised of books, references, reports, government references and
information resources, which are predominantly selected and updated by faculty.
These resources are organized according to the latest international standards.

Infrastructure Projects

The Project Management Office is responsible for the construction of all new
PSU buildings, as well as the maintenance of all available buildings, facilities and
resources in collaboration with other relevant units at PSU. It seeks to optimize the
available resources for best campus sustainability practice, as well as maintaining
high safety standards to better serve the PSU community.
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Goal 1
Implement innovative and effective technologies
to advance academic performance
Objective 1
To enhance and integrate the e-learning policy
and procedures

75%

increase
in server power

Objective 2
To develop a technological ecosystem to
enhance teaching and enable active learning

100%

of requested hardware
was provided to students,
faculty and staff

Objective 3
To Establish the PSU-EduHub ELearning
Platform for Online Education

Accomplishments
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Established the PSU online education platform (Eduhub)



Established PSU Virtual Labs for online teaching



Provided high-end lab infrastructure for remote usage



Created ELC Live Support Channel to facilitate student and faculty transition to online teaching and learning



Extended the IT infrastructure to enhance online education and blended learning, including increasing the
number of online servers and applying bandwidth load balancing



Delivered 100% of all hardware requests from students, staff and faculty members such as laptops and desktops

Goal 2
Provide high quality institutional resources
and facilities
Objective 1
To continue the implementation of the campus master
plan for institutional expansion and development
Objective 2
To assess the adequacy of resources and facilities

95%

55%

of the Local Government
Center project is completed

of E4E building
is completed

100%

Objective 3
To develop and optimize sustainable
campus resources

95%

over
of the PSU campus
facilities are under security
surveillance

of the men’s section
parking is completed

Objective 3
To maintain high safety standards to
protect PSU community and buildings

Accomplishments


Neared completion of construction of Local Government Center



Progressed beyond 50% of construction of Education For Employment Center



Increased the car parking area for women side



Completed car parking extension on the men’s campus



Upgraded infrastructure through major renovation projects, including the Central Library, fitness hall,
weightlifting room and the swimming pool



Developed a small auditorium on the female campus (Building 101)



Increased campus surveillance and monitoring with additional CCTV cameras with over 95% campus coverage



Deployed smart solutions such as an internet monitoring tool, upgraded facilities booking system and automated
inventory system



Integrated campus sustainability initiatives in all infrastructure and IT projects
Prince Sultan University
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Goal 3
Transform PSU infrastructure and
application services
Objective 1
To implement new applications and services in which
automation can enhance university processes
Objective 2
To provide enterprise resources and processes
that foster continuous improvement and
organizational effectiveness

Remote Access to
Computer Laboratories

Objective 3
To advance PSU cyber security
infrastructure and management
practices using industry standards

Accomplishments
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Launched campus navigation system through installation of touch screens identifying offices, facilities and
buildings



Implemented an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system and integrated it with HRMS and Accounting System



Activated multiple management systems, including Correspondence Tracking System, Professional Development
Portal and the Queue Management System



Launched the PSU mobile application

Goal 4
Deliver quality library services
to stakeholders
Objective 1
To improve and expand accessibility to
library resources

103,008,314
electronic resources available
with newly subscribed
databases

Objective 2
To optimize the library collections and
technologies

Accomplishments


Installed new facilities on the Women’s Campus such as self-check machines, photocopiers and computer
stations



Subscribed to databases with 103,008,314 electronic resources



Provided library orientation to over 4000 students and 400 faculty and regular workshops on use of academic
databases
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THEME 6

Economic Sustainability
Introduction

Financial performance is the key measurement to understanding
economic sustainability and contributes to strategic investment to
optimize the achievement of PSU's mission.

Sustainable Growth

PSU established an effective financial planning and management
control system to sustain the programs and services offered and
efficiently managed in keeping up with program requirements and
institutional priorities. The university also has efficient budgetary
and forecasting processes, financial delegations and accountability
to ensure suppleness, institutional oversight and risk management.
Regarding this process, the university prepares an annual master
budget, annual report and interim report, and engages stakeholders
including senior management, faculty members and admin staff. PSU
has a centralized approach for overseeing the overall budgeting and
financial management control system. The economic sustainability
of PSU is based upon Strategic Theme 6 of the PSU Strategic Plan.

Financial Outlook

PSU is continuously maintaining its financial health indicating its
capacity to take strategic initiatives and deploy resources effectively
to achieve the overall mission of PSU.
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Goal 1
Maintain and enhance overall financial strength

Composite Financial Index (CFI) scores (2012 to 2019)

Objective 1
To strive to grow through increasing student
numbers and income
Objective 2
To continually review financial management
systems and enhance efficiency

Accomplishments


Maintained a Composite Financial Index (CFI) score above 3



Retained a Financial Responsibility Composite Score above 1.5

Composite Financial Index (CFI)
scores in 2019
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Goal 2
Maintain comprehensive and effective risk
management, internal audit and assurance
framework

COMPARATIVE FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY COMPOSITE SCORES

3.5
3
2.5

3

3

3 2.9 3

3

3
2.6

2.4

3 2.9

3

3
2.7

2.6

3
2.6 2.7

2.8

2.6

2.3

2

Objective 1
To diversify revenue sources to decrease
reliance on tuition fees

1.5
1

Objective 2
To manage risks to ensure continued
sustainability

0.5
0

2012

2013

2014

Prince Sultan University

2015

2016

Rider University, USA

2017

2018

Seattle University, USA

Note: *2019 data is not available from U.S. Department of Education
https://studentaid.ed.gov/sa/about/data-center/school/composite-scores

Accomplishments
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2.8



Revised the Risk Management Plan and integrated a Crisis Management Framework (due to COVID-19)



Deployed Risk Management Software

2019
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THEME 7

Research and Initiatives
Introduction

Prince Sultan University (PSU) is dedicated to excellence in research by providing
and maintaining a productive research culture and fostering research programs
with collaboration and partnerships locally and internationally.

Research Structure

In the last few years, PSU has increasingly given research more attention and
weight. This contributed to establishing the Research and Initiatives Center (RIC in
short) in September 2017. RIC is the administrative research structure at PSU that
provides faculty members with different research services and assists researchers
by providing them with appropriate infrastructure to conduct their research
activities. RIC has developed the research policies and bylaws at the University. The
center also acts as the mediator between the colleges and higher management and
directly reports to the President of the University, which makes the decision process
fast and effective. Furthermore, RIC is responsible for evaluating the university's
research performance in terms of outcomes and expenditure.

Research Output

Under theme 7 (Research and Initiatives) of the third strategic plan, PSU has taken
brave decisions to promote research and has resulted in several new research
programs and initiatives. First, the University adopted a decentralized strategy for
research governance, giving colleges their financial independence and decision
making about conference attendance, project proposal evaluation & funding,
and forming research labs and groups. Consequently, this improved the research
productivity in terms of quantity and quality, increasing researchers' motivation,
and reducing duplication and overheads to ease the research process. Further,
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several research programs were established, allowing faculty members to invite top
scholars as distinguished visiting professors and invite Ph.D. students abroad for
research internships of one to six months. Additionally, RIC offers regular capacitybuilding workshops that mainly target beginner researchers. Senior researchers at
PSU often carry out the workshops. Postgraduate students are involved in research
labs and participate in co-authoring research papers. Undergraduate students
participate in an annual Undergraduate Research Forum (URF) held at the University,
where applications from all Saudi universities are received. Colleges and research
labs organize local and international conferences, seek funding for seed projects
that align with vision 2030 and attract funds from external bodies. At PSU, we are
very proud and enthusiastic about the achievements made in research, and we are
working to continue to reach the highest level of excellence in research.

Goal 1
Establish an Effective Research
Infrastructure

Objective 1
To expand research facilities
and resources

604

journal publications
up to Oct 2020

Established

3

new research labs

Accomplishments


Increased journal publications to 604 (from Jan 2020 to Oct 2020)



Established 3 new research labs: Governance & Policy Design Research Lab, Structures and Materials lab and
Communications Lab



Acquired high-impact research equipment, including an eye tracking device for the College of Humanities and a
Lambda Supercomputer for the Robotics and Internet of Things Lab
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Goal 2
Play a larger role in the advancement of research
Objective 1
To enhance the quality, quantity and impact of
research
Objective 2
To strengthen research collaboration nationally
and internationally

8

Objective 3
To promote the involvement of undergraduate
and postgraduate students in research

book chapters

Objective 4
To publish and maintain PSU
Research Review

150 +

conference publications

592

Scopus-indexed
journal papers
up to Oct 2020

Accomplishments
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Doubled the number of Scopus-indexed journal papers since 2018
Published 8 book chapters
Published over 150 conference publications
Advanced the PSU Visiting Professor program with seminars and workshops by preeminent scholars from the
University of Ottawa and the University of Maryland Baltimore County among others
Attracted highly-reputed research professors
Established the Visiting PhD Students Program
Organized international conferences and research events at PSU such as the 6th International Conference on
Data Science and Machine Learning Applications
Involved students in research activities, including the Undergraduate Research Forum, co-authoring papers and
participating in research labs
Attracted diversity in authorship, internationality in usage and broad reach as an open access journal for PSU
Research Review

Goal 3
Contribute to the socioeconomic development
of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia through
research and innovation

32

Research Grants

Objective 1
To contribute to the Saudi Arabia Vision
2030 through PSU research activities

Seed funded projects

Objective 2
To attract funding opportunities that
support innovative ideas and research

28

COVID19 projects

Accomplishments


Attracting research grants from external companies, including Elm, MachinesTalk, Gaitech, Monshaat and
Microsoft



Funded 32 seed projects and 28 COVID19 projects in line with vision 2030



Developed robotics software for Gaitech Robotics with a total cost of (56,000 SAR), and an IoT project with Elm
company that cost (50,000 SAR)
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